
LÖSUNGEN für die Woche vom 03.05.-07.05. 2021 

New words  

1) The pizza smells great.


2) Dad’s in the kitchen. He’s cooking.

3) Yesterday we had Welsh food.


4) The soup was very good.


5) Let’s go to the railway museum.


6) Are there any other sights here?


7) The castle is very interesting.


8) I’m not afraid of ghosts.

9) Please read this paragraph too.


Word families  

1) explanation (noun) - explain (verb)

2) flight (noun) - fly (verb)

3) description (noun) - describe (verb)

4) answer (noun) - answer (verb)

5) glue (noun) - glue (verb)

6) painter (noun) - paint (verb)


1: explain, 2: visit, 3: fly, 4: painter, 5: description 


Odd word out 

1: picnic, 2: paint, 3: river, 4: Germany, 5: cook, 6: sights, 7: farm, 8: woodpecker, 
9: yard, 10: noise, 11: dirty, 12: mountain 




Word Order: Dan and Jo’s plans 

1) Dan and Jo want to go shopping in Cardiff on Saturday morning.

2) They want to have lunch in a Welsh restaurant at 12.30.

3) Grandma Thompson drives them to town very early.

4) Grandma Thompson goes to the supermarket after breakfast.

5) Jo wants to call his mum from Crickhowell in the evening.


Topic sentence: b.p. 60 ex. 2 

- Topic sentence: There are lots of reasons to visit Caerphilly Castle.


Topic sentence: b.p. 60 ex. 3 

Brecon Mountain Railway is one of the finest railways in Wales (topic sentence). It 
goes through beautiful mountains- the Brecon Beacons. From the train you have a 
fantastic view of the valley .


Topic sentence: b.p. 65 ex. 5 

- Big Pit Museum: The Big Pit is a very special museum. It was a real coal mine till 
1980. A lot of the museum workers worked there when it was a coal mine.


- Cardiff Castle: Cardiff castle is one of the most famous sights of Wales. Each 
room is different, and the gardens are beautiful too. After your visit you can have 
tea in the Castle Tea Rooms.


Dossier- A special place (Mustertext) 

Kaiserslautern is an interesting city. There are many things to do. You can go to the 
cinema or the theatre. Another exciting place is the famous football stadium- ‘Fritz-
Walter-Stadion’. There were World Cup matches in 2006.




Aufgaben für die Woche vom 10.05.-12.05.2021 

Wales Fact File (Steckbrief über Wales) 

- Find information on the country Wales and fill in the Fact File.

- You can look for information here: https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Wales/

353904 and here: Workbook page 44, English book page 60/61, 65


Wales: Fact File

Picture of the flag(Bild der Flagge):

Capital (Hauptstadt): 
Languages (Sprachen):

Geography:

People:

Sights (Sehenswürdigkeiten): 


https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Wales/353904
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Wales/353904


Topic Sentence 

- Do exercise 4 in your workbook at page 44.


Irregular Verbs 

- Fill in the missing words in the table. (Vervollständige die Tabelle mit den 
fehlenden Verbformen.) You can find help in your books at page 210/211. (Hilfe 
findest du im Lehrbuch S. 210/211.)


Merlin and the dragons- or why the Welsh dragon is red  

- Read and try to understand the story in your books at page 73.

- Look at the following statements and find out if they are right or wrong. Make a 

tick ✅  or a cross in the right column. (Kreuze an, ob die Aussage richtig oder 

falsch ist.)


Infinitive Simple Past Form German
be sein
buy kaufen 
come kommen 
do tun, machen
eat essen 
find finden 
get bekommen, holen, 

werden, hinkommen 
give geben
go gehen, fahren
have haben, besitzen



Right Wrong
1) The Saxons want to 
build a castle in Wales.
2) The wise men tell him 
that the best place for the 
castle is on top of a 
mountain.
3) The new caste falls 
down every night.
4) The wise men tell the 
king that he needs the 
blood of a dragon.
5) Merlin says that the 
wise men are wrong.
6) He tells the king that 
there are two dragons in 
the castle.
7) Under the mountain the 
king’s men find two white 
dragons. 
8) They open the cave 
and the dragons leave.
9) The white dragon wins 
the fight. That’s why there 
is a white dragon on the 
Welsh flag.


